Abstract. In this paper we use the techniques of analytic topology to establish a conjecture of A. H. Stone: A perfectly normal, locally connected, connected space is multicoherent if and only if there exist four nonempty, closed and connected subsets Aq, Ax, A2, A3 of X such that {J]-0A, -X and the nerve of {^o, Ax, A2, A3) forms a closed 4-gon, i.e. A¡ meets Ai+X and -4,-_, and no others (the suffices being taken mod 4).
1. Introduction. Throughout this paper X will denote a locally connected, connected normal space. A region in X is an open connected subset of X and a continuum in A" is a closed (not necessarily compact) connected subset of X. We say that X is unicoherent provided, whenever X = 77 u K where 77 and K are continua, 77 n K is connected and we say that X is multicoherent if A" is not unicoherent.
In 1971, the author wrote A. H. Stone asking for his opinion concerning the following conjecture:
X is unicoherent if and only if every pair of disjoint nonempty continua in X can be separated by a continuum in X.
Professor Stone replied that (*) seemed to be a special case (n = 4) of one of his conjectures. Let n > 2 be an integer. We define the conjecture S(n) by: S(n) = X is multicoherent if and only if X can be represented as the union of n closed and connected continua, {A0,AX, . . . , An_x) whose nerve is a closed w-gon, i.e. A¡ meets Aj_x and Ai+i and no others (the suffixes being taken mod n).
Stone announced 5(3) in [7] and stated (in a private communication) that he was able to establish S(n) for all n > 2 only under every strong hypotheses, such as X as finitely multicoherent (see [3] for definition).
In [5] , it was shown that (*) and S(4) were equivalent and that each was true in the class of spaces having Property C. A space X has Property C if for every separated closed set B there exist disjoint continua L and M in X such that B g (L u M) and LnB=ii=0¥=Mr\B.
In [4] , an example of a uniformly locally connected, connected separable metric space without Property C was given.
Finally in [3], the author showed that S(6) obtained whenever X was compact and in [1] , Harold Bell and the author gave an example of a multicoherent, 1-dimensional, plane Peano continuum for which S(T) fails. Since S(n + 1) implies S(n), this meant, that S(ri), for n > 6, was in general false.
The principal objective of this note is to prove that 5(4) obtains when we assume that A' is a perfectly normal space.
Theorem. If X is a perfectly normal space then 5(4) (or equivalently (*)) holds for X. Proof. The continuity of / yields that cl/-1(T-l, s)) n cl/-1((j, ID Qf~\s). ((s, t) ) that contains C. We assert that f(K) = (s, t). To see this, suppose s E cl f(K). Then K is a component of X \f~x(t) and so A" \f~x(t) has at least three components, K, and the components meeting/"' (-l) and/~'(l) respectively. Of course this contradicts Lemma 1 and so i E cl f(K). Similarly t G cl f(K) and f(K) = (s, t). Now, this implies K = /~ x(s, t). For if Q is any other component of/-x((s, t)), it follows, by the argument above, that f(Q) = (s, t). This means A'cannot separate/-'([-1, s]) and/-1([f, 1]) and this is a contradiction. Thus f~x((s, t)) = K is connected and this completes the proof.
Proof of main result
Theorem. Let X be a locally connected, connected, perfectly normal space. Then 5(4) holds for X.
Proof. We will prove the equivalent statement: (*) = X is unicoherent if and only if every pair of nonempty disjoint continua can be separated by a continuum. By Theorem 4.7 of [9, p. 49], if A" is unicoherent, every pair of nonempty disjoint continua in X can be separated by a continuum. Now suppose that every pair of nonempty disjoint continua in X can be separated in A" by a continuum, but that X is not unicoherent. Corollary. Let X be a locally connected, connected, perfectly normal space. Then the following are equivalent:
Property I. If A and B are disjoint closed subsets of X, and x, y E X are such that neither A nor B separates x and y in X then A u B does not separate x and y in X.
Property V (Phragmen-Brouwer Property). If neither of the disjoint closed subsets A and B of X separates X, then A u B does not separate X.
Property II (Brouwer Property). If M is a closed, connected subset of X and C is a component of X \ M, then the boundary of C is a closed and connected set.
Property III (Unicoherence). If X = A tj B, where A and B are closed and connected, then A n B is connected.
Property IV. If F is a closed subset of X, and C,, C2 are disjoint components of X \ F which have the same boundary, B, then B is closed and connected.
Property V. If A and B are disjoint closed subsets of X, a E A, b E B, then there exists a closed, connected subset C of X \(A u B) which separates a and b.
Property VI. Every pair of disjoint continua in X can be separated by a continuum inX.
Property VII. For every nonalternating map f: A"-»[-l, 1] and every pair s, t E 9(f), s < t,f~x((s, t)) is connected.
Property VIII. If neither of the disjoint closed connected sets A and B of X separates X, then A u B does not separate X.
